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PEP II Delivered Luminosity: 533.72/fb
BaBar Recorded Luminosity: 513.74/fb
BaBar Recorded Y(4s): 432.72/fb
BaBar Recorded Y(3s): 30.68/fb
BaBar Recorded Y(2s): 2.15/fb
Off Peak Luminosity: 48.20/fb
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0.07 γγ → 0π
γγ → η
Bhabhas
γ ψ J/→ cχ
MonteCarlo
Photon Energy (GeV)
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Mean x   1.223
Mean y 
  1.013
RMS x   0.09107
RMS y  
  0.224
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Mean x  0.7957
Mean y 
 0.9137
RMS x   0.05579
RMS y  
  0.029
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Mean x   1.602
Mean y 
   1.03
RMS x   0.05564
RMS y  
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 / ndf 2χ
 33.24 / 27
Prob   0.1894
Constant  2.46± 49.58 
Mean      0.04016± -0.03313 
Sigma    
 0.0274± 0.9562 
χ








Mean    321.9
RMS       184
Underflow       0
Overflow   0.6422
Integral   591.3
bin
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Mean     2105
RMS     18.89
value at minimum
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